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New IOS App Takes Funny Facial Effects To New Level With Custom Code
Published on 10/29/13
App Superhero today releases Face Whirl 1.0, its new facial effects app developed for
iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices. Face Whirl offers a very unique feature unlike any
other in the App Store: mirroring, which creates very unusual and humorous results. Using
our face detection technology, split and create a mirrored reflection of either the left
or right side of yours or a friend's face in order to generate hilarious whirled images.
You can even share your creation via Facebook and Twitter.
Sarasota, Florida - Face Whirl launches to the App Store and has received rave reviews
from beta testers. Using face detection technology and the app's custom algorithms, users
can upload someone's face, then split and create a mirrored reflection of either the left
or right side of it in order to generate hilarious 'whirled' images, then share with
friends on social networks.
After investing nearly 9 months of design and development of an entire suite of apps,
independent developer App Superhero launches Face Whirl along with many other apps.
With a specialized team in place and located around the world, App Superhero plans to
expand the app's ability and scope over time as more user feedback comes in. "This app was
designed because of a crazy idea and has since received rave reviews from beta testers",
company founder TW Walker said. "We love entertainment apps, but combined with photo and
facial effects, this one promises to be one of our best. With an array of effects already
discussed as upgrades, the app will soon include many other effects based on user feedback
and demand".
Face Whirl is one part of a small, but growing suite of mobile apps being developed by App
Superhero with apps in both the entertainment and utility categories. More apps are in the
pipeline and also soon to be released in the App Store. The company plans to expand their
apps on the Android platforms in Spring of 2014.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 4.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Face Whirl 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Entertainment category.
App Superhero:
http://AppSuperhero.com
Face Whirl 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/face-whirl-hilarious-photo/id708230537
Screenshot:
http://s21.postimg.org/bxcg35q9z/Face_Whirl_i_OS_App.png
App Icon:
http://s12.postimg.org/5merumlvt/i_Tunes_Artwork_2x.png
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App Superhero is an app development company started by entrepreneur TW Walker. The
company
provides other developers a growing network from which they can get more exposure to their
own apps, and also teaches other entrepreneurs how to profit from the exponentially
growing mobile market. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2013 App Superhero. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
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